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5.8.8. Direct execution of the Batch Stamp functionality:
The Batch Stamping functionality can be called from the Standard DigEplan application, but it
is also possible to generate a URL to call the functionality directly. This would for example
allow a stamp to be added to a document automatically based on a CORSA Case workflow
trigger.
The URL needs to be generated using the properties detailed in the following table:
Property

Example Value

Mandatory
or optional
Mandatory

Description

Web Service application
path

http://autovue_ser
ver:8088/av_con/j
vue/Call_LCT_CO
RSA_WS.jsp?

Web Service method ID

&method=7&gv_U
RL=STAMP|

Mandatory

For the Batch Stamp module always
use the constant value
&method=7&gv_URL=STAMP|

Document id
;Version
;Connection ID (constant
value) : CORSA
username : CORSA user
password

A12.03157
1
WebService:autov
ue:password

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

;Stamp=

;Stamp=Wabo

Mandatory

Name of the AutoVue Stamp

;PROP_Case_ID=

;PROP_Case_ID=
WB12/0174

Optional

Case ID, pass this property if it is
specified as a field in the AutoVue or
is required by any other stamp fields
that require the Case ID

;PROP_Permit_doc_ID=

;PROP_Permit_do
c_ID=ABC12345

Optional

Permit date of the document in
CORSA, pass this if the property if it is
specified as a field in the AutoVue
Stamp

;PROP_OLO_num=

;PROP_OLO_nu
m=123456

Optional

OLO number of the document in
CORSA, pass this if the property if it is
specified as a field in the AutoVue
Stamp

;PROP_Permit_Date=

;PROP_Permit_D
ate=29/06/2012

Optional

Permit Date of the document in
CORSA, pass this if the property if it is
specified as a field in the AutoVue
Stamp

;PROP_CORSA_Name=

;PROP_CORSA_
Name=Building
Drawing

Optional

Name / subject of the document in
CORSA, pass this if the property if it is
specified as a field in the AutoVue
Stamp

;USER_Dossier

;USER_Dossier=
Wabo

Optional

Customer defined stamp field, the
value is specified as part of the URL
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Substitute autovue_server with the
hostname of the AutoVue server

Connection string, comprised of three
elements, a constant WebService the
username of the CORSA account that
should be used to add the Stamp and
the password of the CORSA user
account
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The following example URL shows the minimum set of properties required by the Batch
Stamp module. This would assume that the stamp contains only fields whose values can be
retrieved based on the document ID or from the system, eg today’s date
http://autovue_server:8088/av_con/jvue/Call_LCT_CORSA_WS.jsp?&method=7&gv_URL=S
TAMP|A12.03157;1;WebService:username:password;STAMP=Wabo
The following example URL shows a comprehensive set of properties, where optional
parameters have been passed to be included in the Stamp.
http://autovue_server:8088/av_con/jvue/Call_LCT_CORSA_WS.jsp?&method=7&gv_URL=S
TAMP|A12.03157;1;WebService:username:password;STAMP=Wabo;PROP_Case_ID=WB12
/0174;PROP_Permit_doc_ID=ABC12345;PROP_OLO_num=123456;PROP_Permit_Date=29
/06/2012;PROP_CORSA_Name=Building
Drawing;USER_Dossier=Wabo;USER_NAAM=Example

The results of the call are displayed in a browser window.

5.8.9. Direct execution of the Batch PDF/A Conversion:
The PDF/A Conversion functionality can be called from the Standard DigEplan application,
but it is also possible to generate a URL to call the functionality directly. This would for
example allow a PDF/A rendition document to be generated automatically based on a
CORSA Case workflow trigger.
The URL needs to be generated using the properties detailed in the following table:
Property

Example Value

Mandatory
or optional
Mandatory

Description

Web Service application
path

http://autovue_ser
ver:8088/av_con/j
vue/Call_LCT_CO
RSA_WS.jsp?

Web Service method ID

&method=2&gv_U
RL=

Mandatory

For the Batch Stamp module always
use the constant value
&method=2&gv_URL=

Document id
;Version
;Connection ID (constant
value) : CORSA
username : CORSA user
password

A12.03157
1
WebService:autov
ue:password

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

Substitute autovue_server with the
hostname of the AutoVue server

Connection string, comprised of three
elements, a constant WebService the
username of the CORSA account that
should be used to add the Stamp and
the password of the CORSA user
account

The following example URL shows the minimum set of properties required by the Batch
PDF/A module.
http://autovue_server:8088/av_con/jvue/Call_LCT_CORSA_WS.jsp?&method=2&gv_URL=
A12.03157;1;WebService:autovue:password
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